
Objection Letter - Mr MacDonald 

My objection to Stonehaven Flood Protection Scheme. 

My objection to the flood scheme is confined to explaining that the council-built river mouth 

diversion and confining rock built channel are responsible for the increased flood heights now 

experienced along the lower river. These increased levels we are now being informed, require the 

proposed greatly  increased heights of replacement flood walls that  are to be installed all along the 

lower river  from the White Bridge to the sea. 

This stretch of river had enjoyed a history completely free from any domestic flooding events for 

many generations. This situation had been ensured by the width of the final section of walled river 

channel from the road bridge to the sea being greatly in excess of any upstream channel widths. This 

ensured full width unrestricted release of flood waters on to the open beach at an absolute minimum 

depth as soon as the ends of the channel walls were reached. From this point on all flood waters 

were free to spread out unrestricted over the open beach as they flowed onwards into the sea. The 

flood waters within the channel could not reach a height greater than high tide level as reaching high 

tide level implies having reached the sea and flood waters cannot make a bulge or hill on top of the 

sea surface level. Only spring high tides had any effect on the river mouth flood heights and then only 

for a maximum period of at most two hours in any 12 hour tidal cycle. Even these increased levels 

were never recorded as being enough to raise the water levels in the upstream channel to any 

potentially dangerous level. 

We have plenty reliable evidence confirming that this situation was maintained over many 

generations. One of our main witnesses is a local born and educated man who when he had achieved 

his first degree became the Kincardine County Council’s assistant county sanitary and river inspector 

for most of the 1960s. He was responsible for all flood prevention on the River Carron and the 

southern half of Kincardineshire. In those times the comprehensive historic archive then maintained 

by Kincardine County Council and Stonehaven town council was still available for reference. For his 

own benefit he studied this material in detail and has reported to us that he could find no trace of 

any domestic flooding indents on the lower Caron ever taking place from the early eighteen hundreds 

when the archive collection was started. In addition we have one family providing evidence to us who 

have been continuous owner occupiers of several various properties on both banks of the lower river 

since 1871 and they testify that no flooding on any or their properties ever took place prior to council 

river mouth Interventions in the nineteen eighties. 

One of the greatest floods ever recorded in recent times took place in 1948 which resulted in the 

River Cowie breaking directly through the beach and establishing its own independent river mouth. I 

was living In Cameron Street at the time and know for certain by personal observation that no 

flooding took place on the lower Carron from the White Bridge to the sea. I watched the river from 

the road bridge and it certainly never reached a height of even approaching entering any river side 

dwellings. At that time the river bed was mechanically graded periodically when deemed necessary 

under the direction of Stonehaven town council from a point just upstream of the White Bridge 

downstream to the old road bridge. This practice is dearly remembered even today by several long 

time local residents and even a serving local councillor. All have given us testimonies recording these 

events. 

It is interesting to note that Mott MacDonald are now recommending in their most recent report that 

similar river bed lowering actions should be carried out along this same stretch of river. 



Because of the wide channel’s direct opening on to the beach without any possible obstruction, flood 

waters then flowed at a greater velocity than we witness today and in flood conditions the increased 

flow continuously self-eroding an ever deeper channel In the river bed between the channel walls at 

the river mouth and out across the beach for the duration of the flood. 

The first evidence of increasing flood heights was recorded and reported to the council by concerned 

riverside residents immediately following the construction of the foot bridge across the river linking 

the open beach on the north bank to exit directly on to the south bank of the river in order to allow 

pedestrians to cross the river and walk along the shingle towards the harbour. It was not the 

footbridge itself that caused any problem. It was the manner in which the council chose to support it 

that was immediately responsible for a greatly reduced low level flood escape capacity on to the 

beach. In preference to supporting the bridge on piles or narrow piers the council decided to support 

It on rock armoured support embankments built under both ends of the bridge with the further 

addition of a channel-reducing rock bank being installed along the south wall of the river channel 

upstream of the footbridge to guide the water flow to pass under the bridge rather than impacting 

on the southern supporting rock embankment. These developments had the immediate combined 

effect of reducing the former free water low levels  escape capacity on to the open beach by at !east 

20% with a resultant flood height increase. 

The concerned residents continued pressurising the council on their concerns on the increased flood 

heights being observed and eventually the council responded to them in 1994. A copy of the council's 

letter has been made available to all interested parties. In it the council official admits that there is a 

problem but points out that the bridge construction was the responsibility of the former Kincardine 

and Deeside District council who had installed the bridge without reference to higher authorities. He 

went on to explain that yet another change of administration was imminent and that the new 

authority would have suitably qualified start to rectify the problem. .Nothing happened for several 

years and the residents continued to complain regularly on the ever more serious potential flooding  

situation. Eventually in Dec 1998 the authority got round to replying to the worried residents. Again 

admitting that there was a concerning problem which had been further increased by Scottish Water 

installing a new sewage pipe running from the north end of the bridge towards the harbour buried  

at a safe depth under the beach and river so that It would not cause any potential river flow 

problems. They had however installed an inspection head close to the upstream side of the bridge 

just in front of the rock armour embankment thus further reducing free water escape. The council 

official further informed the worried residents that things would soon be getting better as work was 

about to start on building the proposed and approved rock armoured beach and shingle conservation 

barrier running directly down the beach from dose to the north end of the foot bridge gently 

swinging in a southerly curve to reach a point almost at low water level. This new barrier had been 

recommended to be built by HK Wallingford the leading coastal erosion consultants following a three 

year detailed study of Stonehaven bay and beach as a means of reducing the accelerating shingle 

loss from the beach due to the natural strong north south shore line drift. Wallingford’s plan was for 

the river mouth to remain wide open to the sea as recorded during their study period but with a wide 

area of open beach being left completely clear of obstructions between this new barrier and the top 

of the beach so that the river In their words could meander unhindered seawards. 

With this long flood-free record available to them why does it appear that no serious consideration 

was ever given to reinstating the full width low level proven high capacity flood escape on to the 

beach. The authorities certainly never even appeared to have modelled what the effect of fully 

restoring the historic river mouth could have on upstream flood heights. 



When the road bridge was rebuilt in the early 1960s previous flood heights were obviously taken fully 

into account and what was thought to be a safe increased flood flow safety margin was factored into 

its design and construction. This alone should have been enough to alert the authorities to recognise 

that when increased flood heights were being experienced in this stretch of river at times when no 

similar increased flood levels were In evidence elsewhere up-stream then It was very likely that their 

restrictive interventions at the river mouth were causing the increased flood heights backing up the 

river. 

We have been informed by the flood engineers that their confining rock armour channel can carry a 

similar or greater volume of water than the upstream channel. However this is only possible if their 

channel is filled to capacity as has been the case in the last two serious floods. When this channel is 

filled to capacity the surface water In this channel and backing up the river is at !east eight feet 

higher than flood waters could ever have reached at the end of the still existing original river bank 

walls at which point  all floods  were previously free to escape over the full wide river mouth at beach 

level. 

We have been told that the narrow rock armoured channel at the river mouth had to be built to 

prevent potentially damaging waves  from entering and flowing up the river. No wave action had 

ever been recorded effecting the river despite its wide open river mouth over the last two centuries. 

Certainly since the 1948 flood when the totally Independent river mouth was established tor the first 

time we have many local residents who all testify that no waves in the river had ever occurred prior 

to the councils intervention. They built the rock armoured retaining wall to prevent the wave erosion 

of the raised shingle bank behind the old town which was raised to carry their safe walkway to the 

harbour. Their engineers undertook to build this long rock armoured wall sited well below high tide 

mark on the open beach. If you undertake any construction below high tide mark on any open marine 

beach you have to be prepared for consequences. In this case the wall was constructed in a shallow 

curve with the most easterly end reaching much further out into the line of incoming waves or swells 

than at the river mouth end. As soon as this wall was completed for the first time in history created 

waves were recorded entering the Carron. These were not natural marine waves but were man-made 

diverted waves or running waves as they are commonly known as. Any incoming wave obviously 

impacts on the eastern seaward end of the rock wall first but due to the sharp angle of impact it is 

not halted but is diverted to run along the wall gathering mass and velocity as the wave is ever more 

compressed until it reaches the open river mouth where it gains release by charging up the river. 

These running waves are easily controlled and stopped in all other locations by simple low cost 

measures. However in the case of Stonehaven they chose uniquely to block of the natural proven 

river mouth and divert the entire river flow into a narrow rough rock walled channel which is only 

capable of carrying any increased flow by greatly increasing the flood height level. 

This in my opinion is why we are being told that ever higher flood walls have to be built only to 

contain the created flood heights now being recorded at the river mouth where all the latest 

obstructions to flood flow and capacity have been built below high tide level on the previously open 

beach where in all earlier times the floods were already spreading out and flowing seawards down 

the open beach ensuring greatly reduced flood heights all along the lower river.  

We are now being advised in this new flood protection scheme that to enable the construction of the 

new flood protection walls that the river channel is to be reduced further in width with this reduction 

flow capacity directly causing the walls to be built to an even greater height. The channel width 

between the still existing original walls from the road bridge to the beach is 16.2 meters to enable 

construction of the recommended new walls. Even Mott MacDonald in their report advises us that 

this will result in increased flood heights all along the river channel above the road bridge. In my 



opinion all this ever increasing high cost construction project has only been devised to contain the 

increased flood levels that the council’s river mouth diversion and channelling are causing. 

Yours faithfully Ian G McDonald 

 

  



Response 

1. Scope of Evidence 
1.1. This is the scope of evidence regarding the objection to Stonehaven Flood Protection 

Scheme from Mr McDonald. 

1.2. This evidence will explain the hydrological studies undertaken for the scheme, identifying 

the magnitudes of the design flows used in the scheme and describing the flood history, 

showing that flooding on the Carron Water is not new.  

1.3. The design flows have been used to derive the heights of the flood walls and this evidence 

will describe how this has been undertaken and how modifications to the river corridor 

have been considered to minimise wall heights as well as the use of self-raising barriers. 

1.4. This evidence will explain the impact of waves and why the configuration of the entrance is 

important to minimise the wave impact and how the configuration of the rock armour has 

been considered in the design. 

2. Hydrological Studies and Design Flows 
2.1. The scheme is for alleviating fluvial flooding for Carron Water and Burn of Glaslaw in 

Stonehaven.  

2.2. Scottish Government provides guidance on how to appraise Flood Protection Schemes and 

allows economically beneficial schemes to be constructed.  The 1 in 200 year level of 

protection has been the desired target as it aligns with current guidance on development 

within Scottish Planning Policy and would allow for future development within areas 

protected to the 200 year standard form all flooding 

2.3. The scheme is influenced by Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) (Appendix O: Scottish Planning 

Policy) which sets out the risk framework for flooding and flood risk to development.  

2.4. SPP states “All land is to some degree susceptible to flooding. The likelihood of a site being 

flooded is measured in terms of probabilities per annum, which range from very low (close 

to 0% probability) to very high (up to 100% probability).” SPP identifies that land with an 

annual probability of flooding less than 0.5% is suitable for development, i.e. a low to 

medium risk area. The proposed flood defences for Carron Water are designed for the 

0.5% Annual Probability flood event in line with SPP. The design event is the 0.5 %AP flood 

(200 year flood) from the River Carron and the Glaslaw Burn. That is an event that could be 

expected to be met or exceeded  0.5 % of any years. 

2.5. The design flood magnitude has a 0.5% chance of being met or exceeded in any year. 

2.6. SEPA recommend an allowance for future climate change to be included in a flood 

protection scheme design. In line with the Government UK Climate predictions (UKCP09) 

for the Stonehaven area, the design flow includes a 33% increase in flows as described in 

Appendix B: Option Development and Economic Appraisal. 

2.7. The assessment of river flows originating upstream on Carron Water was made using 

procedures given in the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH). This handbook is acknowledged 

as the current best practice guide for hydrological studies in the UK. The assessment is 

described in Appendix F: Hydrology and Hydraulic Report. 



2.8. The FEH Statistical Method was used for Carron Water with the observed data from the 

local SEPA river gauging station upstream of the Red Bridge and near Green Bridge. The 

FEH rainfall runoff method was used for the Burn of Glaslaw, due to the size of the 

catchment and lack of a river gauge on the Burn. These methods are used as standard 

practice and the methodology was agreed with SEPA. 

2.9. The design flooding event, combining flow from Carron Water and Burn of Glaslaw, has a 

flow magnitude of 78m3/s downstream of the confluence. In comparison to the design 

flood event, flow magnitudes of 31m3/s and 42m3/s were determined for the 2012 and 

2009 events, respectively. Flow in River Carron was estimated to be 24 m3/s and 37m3/s 

for 2012 and 2009 events respectively (based on flows at Carron gauge).  Flow in Glaslaw 

Burn was estimated to in excess of 5.7 m3/s for 2012 event based on anecdotal evidence. 

2.10. Flooding is not new to Stonehaven and has been recorded as far back as 1829.  

2.11. Flooding occurs both to the River Cowie and Carron Water, but each river has a separate 

catchment and will have a different flood response. Therefore flood observations are likely 

to be different during different storm events for the different catchments. 

2.12. In Table 4-1 in Appendix A: Stonehaven December 2012 Flood Event Review, 21 flood 

events are recorded from 1829 to 2012, including occasions in 1829, 1934, 1979, 1985, 

2009 and 2012 where it was recorded that properties on Cameron Street were flooded 

from Carron Water.  

2.13. A number of these recorded flood events predate the works to Bridgefield Bridge and the 

rock armour, showing flooding has occurred prior to these changes.  

2.14. The proposed scheme is for walls along the full length of the river between Red Bridge and 

Beach Bridge, and not just downstream of White Bridge. The requirement for flood walls 

along this whole length demonstrates that the capacity of the existing channel is not 

sufficient where the scheme is required.  

3. Hydraulic Modelling and Wall Heights 
3.1. Flood water levels on Carron Water have been assessed using a computer model. The 

model was built using TUFLOW hydraulic modelling software, an industry standard 

program. The model represents the river channel, the adjacent floodplain, and structures, 

such as bridges and the downstream rock armour. The model was validated against the 

2012 flood event.  

3.2. Overall, the TUFLOW model gives a reasonable representation of flood levels for the range 

of flood flows used in the design. 

3.3. The TUFLOW model allows a range of options to be assessed and compared with the 

design water levels determined by selecting those works most beneficial in comparison to 

the physical constraints on site.  

3.4. The modelled options are detailed in Appendix F: Hydrology and Hydraulic Report 

3.5. Bridgefield Bridge has the smallest opening (14m x 1.8m) when compared to White Bridge 

(14m x 2.6m) and Beach Bridge (16m x 2.3m).  



3.6. The TUFLOW model predicts that the design water level will be higher than the existing 

bottom of bridge level of White Bridge, Bridgefield Bridge and Beach Bridge. None of these 

bridges has sufficient capacity to pass the design flood event.  

3.7. A water level greater than the bottom of bridge level poses a risk to a bridge, from water 

pressure and debris impact. There is also a risk of blockage due to debris build up. 

3.8. Water levels were observed to be above the bottom level of White Bridge in the 2012 flood 

event as seen in Figure 1. The design flow is much greater at 78m3/s than the flow in 2012 

(31m3/s). 

Figure 1: White Bridge in 2012 flood (Appendix F: Hydrology and Hydraulic Report) 

 

3.9. It is proposed to raise White Bridge and Beach Bridge by over 1m to raise the bridges 

above the design flood level. 

3.10. Bridgefield Bridge is a district distributor road classification with constrained approaches. It 

would be a significant expense and difficultly to raise the bridge and so this has not been 

proposed as part of the scheme. It would also reduce the economic viability of the scheme. 

The bridge remains a constraint to river flow; this increases water levels upstream and the 

risk of debris becoming trapped on the bridge. A water level allowance is included in the 

design for these increases. 

3.11. The narrowest width of Carron Water downstream of Red Bridge is between White Bridge 

and Bridgefield Bridge where the width is approximately 6m. The existing capacity of 

Bridgefield Bridge is also reduced by the masking of its opening area by gardens upstream 

as shown in Figures 2 and 3.   

Figure 2 Figure 3 

       



3.12. The TUFLOW model has been modified to look at options to remove constraints in order to 

reduce wall heights. In the section between White Bridge and Bridgefield Bridge the 

capacity of the channel has been increased by lowering the channel, lowering under 

Bridgefield Bridge (by 0.2m, as shown on drawing MMD-345087-C-DR-00-XX-8104) and by 

proposing a new culvert (2.5m x 1.5m) under the gardens on the northern bank.  

3.13. The proposed works downstream of Bridgefield Bridge reduce the width of the channel. 

This was undertaken to facilitate the construction of the scheme which is constrained 

between existing walls and buildings. The effect of this change is to increase water levels 

between White Bridge and Bridgefield Bridge, which were mitigated by the raising of Beach 

Bridge (comparison of Figures 2.4 and 2.5 in Appendix F: Hydrology and Hydraulic Report). 

4. Hydraulic Modelling, Rock Armour and Waves 
4.1. Widening the rock armour at the outlet was one of many options considered. This was 

presented to Mr McDonald during the objection period and included as evidence with the 

response to the objections (Appendix H: Hydrology and Hydraulic Modelling Addendum A). 

The report identified that widening the rock armour had a similar effect on flood water 

levels, in the Arbuthnott Street section, as raising Beach Bridge. The TUFLOW model 

showed that whilst Beach Bridge could be retained if the channel was widened by 5m or 

more downstream of Beach Bridge, Aberdeenshire Council chose to raise Beach Bridge 

instead of widening.  

4.2. The predicted 0.5% Annual Probability tidal level is 3.92mAoD including an allowance for 

climate change (Appendix G: River Carron Rock Armour Study). The wall heights on Carron 

Water must be higher than this, plus an allowance for freeboard. 

4.3. Whilst widening the rock armour does lower the water level between Bridgefield Bridge 

and Beach Bridge, the wall level is retained high due to the risk from tidal influence. 

4.4. The topographic survey shows that the crest level of the rock armour is at approximately 

3.83mAOD. The peak flood level under Beach Bridge is predicted to be 4.3mAOD with a 

design level of 4.6mAOD (the level including freeboard). Therefore during an extreme flood 

event the water level is much higher than the rock armour, limiting water level increases 

due to flow. 

4.5. Extreme still water levels (SWL) at Stonehaven for a range of return periods have been 

obtained from the Environment Agency/ SEPA Coastal Flood Boundary Conditions for UK 

mainland and islands project (SC060064/TR3 February 2011). The 0.5% Annual Probability 

flood event is predicted to be 3.25mAOD for the present day.  

4.6. The predicted flood level under Beach Bridge (as above) is much higher than extreme still 

water level. Therefore, at Beach Bridge the tide is not controlling the flood level in the 

river. 

4.7. Photographs show waves in the river channel at high tides when there are waves at sea 

(Appendix G: River Carron Rock Armour Study).  

4.8. Except for the rock armour, Carron Water is open to the sea, as shown in Figure 4 below. 

4.9. The existing rock armour alignment protects against direct waves propagating in the 

channel by reducing the wave energy. The effect of an open channel can be observed to 



the north of Carron Water at the mouth of the River Cowie, where larger waves can be 

observed in the mouth of the channel because there is no rock armour.  

4.10. Straightening the channel would expose properties to greater wave heights as the wave 

energy would not be dissipated by the rock armour. To allow for this the wall heights 

would need to be higher if the rock armour was removed. 

 

Figure 4 

  


